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Abstract. The applicalion of ultrafast mode-locked lasers and nonlinear optics to optical 
frequency nietrology is revolutionizing the field ofatomic clocks. The basic concepts and 
applications are reviewed using our recent rcsults with two optical atomic frequency 
standards based on laser cooled and trapped atoms. 

In contrast to today's atomic clocks that are based on electronic oscillators locked 
to microwave transitions in atoms, the nest generation of atomic clocks will ]nos[ 
likely employ lasers and optical transitions in lasel--cooled atoms and ions. 
Optical atomic frequency standards use frequency-stabilized C W  lasers with good 
short-term stability that are stabilized to narrow atomic rcsonances using feedback 
control systems. At NIST w e  are developing two optical frequency standards, one 
based on laser cooled and trapped calcium atoms and the other on a single laser 
cooled trapped Hg+ ion. Similar research is being done at labs around the world. 

1\1oving from microwave frequencies, where one cycle corresponds to 
100 ps, to  optical frequencies where one cycle is a femtosecond long, allows us to 
divide time into smaller intervals and hence gain frequency stability and timing 
precision. Steady progress over the past 30 years has improved the performance 
of optical f i q u e n c y  standards to the point that they are now competitive with, and 
even moving beyond. their microwave counterparts.[l-31 A ma.jor impediment to 
the development of  optical clocks was that it was extremely difficult to count 
optical frequencies and to make the coherent connection between laser oscillators 
and countable microwave sources. T o  reconfigure an optical frequency standard 
into an atomic clock we  need to provide a n ~ e c h a n i s n ~  to count and accumulate the 
optical cycles of the atomically stabilized laser. 

2. Femtosecond laser-based optical frequency combs 

A breakthrough occurred when Udem et al. proved in 1999 that fernlosecond 
mode-locked lasers could be used to count large optical frequencies intenlals (tcns 
of  THz) with high accuracy.[2] T h e  method is straightforward and was first 
clearly described by Hiinsch in the '70s, but it was not rigorously tested until 



r ~ c c n t l y .  T h o x  ideas. along i v i t l i  nci\ t echn ique  from the Hall and 1-liins~h 
groups. no\\ pro\ idz femtusccnnd laser-b:lsc.d s\.stems that can phase-coht.rentl> 
cdnnec: stable lasers in the {is ibis  \ \ i th fri-zquencies that 31-2 3 c c ~ s s i b l ~  to 
electronics. 

Optical irequcnc? combs spanning the entire ~ i s i b l z  are no\\ ;.cadii> 
generated using Ti:Sapphirr lasers and nonlinear tilicrostructur~e fibers. For  
example. a 1 GHz repetition rate Ti:sapphire laser can be spectrall! broadened in a 
microstructure iiher to produce discrete modes separared b!. I G t iz  throughout  he 
broadened spectrum from - 500 to 1100 nm. These modes can innncct to. and 
measure. essentiall!, any optical frequenc?. The frequency of a n .  mode of  the 
comb can bc written as f, = Nt;,,'-f,,: n h e r e  Nf,,,, is a large integer K ~ i i n e s  the 
pulse repetition rate t;,,. and fo is thc offset of  the entire comb sxtrapolated back to 
zero irequency. The origin of the  offset frequency has a clear physical 
interpretation in terms o f  the difference between the group and phase \,elocities 
for the pulse in the laser cavity. T h e  "self-referencing': method 11-21 is used to  
tneasurz the offset frequency by fiequenc! doubling the IR end of  the comb and 
subtracting lhe  existing blue end of  the comb lrom the second harmonic signal. 
obtaining 2(Kfr,,+fo) - (2Nf~,,+f,) = fo. The hasic clockwork is shown in Fig. 1. 

I C@cal Frequency StaMarci (t,) 

Fig. i .  .\ simplified diagram of the optical comb shows the counting mechanism uscd for 
opt!c~l clocks. The beatnote f, between the optical frequency standard and one tooth of thc 
c o ~ n b  :s used to phase-Iock that comb tooth to the atomic frequency A. This can be done 
u:,ii?; :I I'ZT on the cavity of the mode-locked laser. The "selkeferencing" method 
pxcr;,tes the offset frequency 6; which can be controlled by changing the pump power lo 
thc ;untosecond laser. When the nvo senros are locked the frequency of a11 the modes of 
comb lire stabilized relative to the narrow optical atomic reference. The optical clock 
outnut :hen appears at the re~etition rate of the modebcked laser. For an appropriate 
chuice a i  !ocking parameters the output frequency at the repetition rate is an integcr suk 
hamionic of the optical atomic frequency f ~ [ 3 ]  



The development o f  convenient optical frequency measuring systems and 
clockworks based on femtosecond lasers has sparked renewed interest in optical 
frequency standards and optical atomic clocks. While the comb technology is a 
powerful and enabling simplification, the optical clocks also rely heavily on 
advances in laser cooling and trapping of atoms: and the development of highly 
stabilized cw lasers. Optical frequency combs have been used to measure the 
frequencies of our  two optical standards [f(Ca) = 455 986 240 494 158 +I-26 I-Iz, 
and f(Hg+) =I 064 721 609 899 143 +/-lo Hz] relative to the C s  atomic fountain 
NIST-FI that realizes the definition of the second.[3] 

The  performance of optical standards raises obvious questions about the 
precision, stability, reproducibility, and accuracy of optical frequency metrology 
based o n  femtosecond lasers and microstructure fibers. T o  test for possible errors 
or limitations o f  the combs w e  have been making intercomparisons between two 
femtosecond combs combined with the two optical standards and a microwave 
reference derived rrom a high-stability hydrogen maser. T h e  results show that the 
combs perform exceptionally well in terms of  short-term stability between optical 
frequencies (< 6 .3~10- l6  at one second), and in frequency reproducibility across 
the entire visible spectrum (< 4x10-"), see Fig. 2.[4] Though more than adequatc 
for now, the combs will require improvement to reach the accuracyand stability 
anticipated for the next generation of optical frequency standards. They are 
presently at = 7x10-" at 1 second, but the projected instabilities and inaccuracies 
should approach - 1 x 1 0F'!.[3] 
Sonie technical challenges that we  face with femotsecond laser-based frequency 
combs are instabilities in coupling into the small core of  the microstructure fibers, 
excess broadband noise in the output of the fiber, and extraction of the microwave 
signals at the repetition rate with high fidelity. Transferring the exceptional short- 
term stability of  the optical frequency standards to the microwave signal from the 
pulses has proven particularly challenging. In converting the stable optical comb 
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Fig. 2. In this comparison of two octavespanning combs, two independent femtosecond 
laser systems were operated as opticaI clockworks referenced to the same 657nm frequency 
standard. Thc repetition rates were set equal but theyhad offset frequencies that differed 
by 120 MHz. Using different bandpass filters and photodetectors we examined the 
integrity of the comb in three different wavelength regions as indicated. Within the 
measurement uncertainty we found no systematic differences between the two combs [5]. 



Fig. 3. Two photodetectors measure a stable 1 GHz train of pulses from a stabilized mode- 
locked laser. The fluctuations on the frequency difference between thc two detectors 
results from phase-noise in the detection process due to time varying differential time 
delays in the detectors and amplifiers. Removing the fluctuations in pointing, power, and 
polarization of the input beam using a single mode fiber and a power control servouduces 
this noise. With the power control activated the apparent fractional fluctuations in the 
repetition rate are = 4x10-13 in one second, whereas the apparent fluctuations can be 
;3x10-14 without the AM control, as seen in the central region ofthe trace. 

lo electrical pulses, and hence a microwave comb, we find that significant phase- 
noise is added by the photodetectors and electronics. These effects are illustrated 
in Fig. 3, which shows the apparent difference in frequency measured by two 
pho~odiodes detecting the same femtosecond pulse train at IGHz. 

3. Appljcntions and Discussion 

As optical frequency standards and systems develop, we are beginning to access 
regimes of  measurement that were not previously possible. In addition to better 
clocks, w e  anticipate improved tests of  thc symmetries of  space-time as 
understood by relativity, new searches for time variation o f  fundamental 
"constants", and even applications t o  advanced communication and navigation 
systems. O n e  such application is to use the superior stability of  the optical atomic 
clocks to realize a secure c~mmunica t ion  link. The idea is simpIy that one can 
encode information on the laser frequency (say by a small frequency modulation, 
or by the absolute optical freqcezcy itse!f: !hat :vou!d be impcssible to detect 
without a frequency reference with comparable stability and accuracy. For 
example, adding square-wave FM at  1 Hz with a frequency excursion of  25 Hz on 
the stable optical clock laser at 1 0 ' ~  1-12 could not be detected using the world's 
best quartz bscil~ators or even a hydrogen maser. This capability is demonstrated 
in Fig 4. 
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Fig. 4. A small square-wave FM signal with a period of 10 s and varying amplitude was 
applied to the Hg+ stabilized laser (563 nm, 532 TMz) and was easily detec!ed against the 
Ca stabiiized laser (657 nm, 456THz) once the gap between them is spanned by a selil 
referenced optical frequency comb locked to the Mg + optical standards. The aniplitudc oi' 
FIM detected at 456 THz ranged from +L 420 to 4- 42 Hz. The -lo\ver trace is data takm 
simultaneously against ahydrogen maser referenced synthesizer at 874 MHz. By locking 
the fs-comb to the modulated 532 THz laser the repetition rate has the same fractional 
modulation. Thus, when the modulation is i 200 Hz at 456 THz the M-maser instabilit) 
dominates and the FIM signal (0.4 mHz at 874 MHz) is not visible against the maser. 
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